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Welcome to Discovery

This year, as we celebrate our 10th anniversary, we are able to offer you an exceptionally rich agenda with amazing world-class keynotes, a showcase of exciting new technologies, high stakes pitch competitions and stimulating panel discussions.

Our show floor will wow you with examples of what’s next in sectors as diverse as cleantech, advanced manufacturing, advanced health, digital technology, high performance computing, and aerospace.

We’ve also made sure that Discovery is a place to do business with more than 300 investors in attendance. Whether you’re looking for investors, new partners, new customers, career contacts or some expert advice or mentoring, you’ve come to the right place. You will be joining other key players from industry, academia, government, the investment community as well as entrepreneurs and students interested in collaborative opportunities.

Thank you for being part of what promises to once again be a valuable and memorable experience.

Michael Nobrega
Chair of the Board
Ontario Centres of Excellence

Dr. Tom Corr
President and CEO
Ontario Centres of Excellence
Monday, April 27

7:30am | South Building
Registration Opens

1:00pm – 3:30pm | Auditorium/Hall F
Opening Remarks and Keynotes

WELCOME AND OPENING REMARKS:
- Dr. Tom Corr, President and CEO, Ontario Centres of Excellence
- Michael Nobrega, Chair of the Board, Ontario Centres of Excellence

HONORED GUEST:
- The Honourable Kathleen Wynne, Premier of Ontario

KEYNOTE SPEAKER:
- Eric Ries, Author, Entrepreneur and Lean Startup Architect
  Eric will appear via closed circuit on the main stage for a moderated
  conversation and Q&A session. Hosted by writer, speaker and Financial Post
  entrepreneurship columnist Rick Spence

FEATURED SPEAKERS:
- David Roberts, Faculty Member, Singularity University
- Neil Jacobstein, Co-Chair, Artificial Intelligence and Robotics Track,
  Singularity University

3:30pm | Show Floor
Discovery Showcase Floor Opens
Explore 200,000 square feet of ideas, innovations and solutions that are
shaping Ontario’s future.

3:45pm – 5:45pm | Booth # 901
Ask an Expert
Meet expert investors, entrepreneurs, innovation agents, professional services
and export specialists – book one-on-one meetings. View the Ask an Expert
agenda on the Discovery mobile app or at the booth.
3:45pm – 6:00pm | Talent Theatre

**Competition: Investor Pitch**

Time is precious for venture capitalists and angel investors, and for entrepreneurs seeking capital, making an unforgettable first impression is crucial. Now in its second year, Discovery’s Investor Pitch Competition offers entrepreneurs of all ages an invaluable opportunity for a face-to-face with leading VCs and angel investors to deliver a compelling overview of your investment-ready company in 10 minutes or less.

Not only will finalists gain valuable feedback and insights from a renowned panel of judges, the winner will also receive $10,000 and an amazing prize package courtesy of the Keiretsu Forum. They will also receive $10,000 in legal services from Dentons.

**MODERATOR:**
- Martin Croteau, Director, Academic Entrepreneurship, Ontario Centres of Excellence

**JUDGING PANEL:**
- Andrew Abouchar, Partner, Tech Capital Partners Inc.
- Asli Isinak Gozoren, Region President & Board Member, Keiretsu Forum Istanbul
- Gideon Hayden, Senior Associate, OMERS Ventures
- Judi Iglehart, President, Keiretsu Forum International Chapters
- Yuri Navarro, Executive Director, National Angel Capital Organization (NACO)

**ASK AN EXPERT**

Fosters business connections between experienced captains of industry and small- to medium-sized businesses looking to expand their companies, launch their ideas/products or individuals seeking corporate advice.

Don’t miss your opportunity to connect with investors, entrepreneurs, corporate leaders, professional services and innovation support experts.

**Take your future into your own hands.**
**Visit booth # 901 and sign up now!**
3:45pm – 6:00pm | Innovation Partners Theatre

Government Program Overviews
The Innovation Partners Theatre provides an opportunity for government organizations to speak about their individual program offerings. Presenters from provincial and federal government organizations invite you to learn about their programs and will take your questions.

3:45 – 4:00 pm: Ontario Network of Entrepreneurs (ONE)
- Susan McLean, Manager, Network Programs, Ministry of Research and Innovation/Ministry of Economic Development, Employment and Infrastructure

4:05 – 4:20 pm: Risk Capital Programs
- Tyler Middlebrook, Senior Policy Advisor, Ministry of Research and Innovation/Ministry of Economic Development, Employment and Infrastructure

4:25 – 4:40 pm: Ontario’s Social Enterprise Progress Report
- John Marshall, Assistant Deputy Minister, Open for Business, Ministry of Economic Development, Employment and Infrastructure

4:45 – 5:00 pm: Ontario Centres of Excellence (OCE)
- Bob Civak, Senior Vice President, Business Development and Commercialization

5:05 – 5:20 pm: MaRS
- Usha Srinivasan, Vice President, Learning and Insights

5:25 – 5:40 pm: Northleaf Venture Catalyst Fund, Ontario Capital Growth Corporation
- Brenda Hogan, Senior Investment Manager

5:45 – 6:00 pm: Concierge Service
- Melisse Craig, Innovation Advisor

CAREER ZONE
Students & New Grads should visit the Career Zone!
Booth # 539 or use our Mobile App to guarantee your meeting
4:00pm – 6:00pm | NEXT Theatre

**Competition: Young Entrepreneurs, Make Your Pitch**

Discovery is pleased to host the third edition of *Young Entrepreneurs, Make Your Pitch*, a competition for Ontario high school students presented in collaboration with the Government of Ontario and Ontario Centres of Excellence (OCE) as part of the Youth Jobs Strategy.

Finalists, chosen through a combination of public and expert voting based on a two-minute video, will pitch their ideas in front of a live audience and a judging panel comprised of young, influential entrepreneurs.

**MODERATOR:**
- **Josh Sookman**, Founder and Vice-President of Business Development, Guardly

**JUDGING PANEL:**
- **Sylvain Boyer**, CEO, Nuvollo
- **Alex Deans**, Inventor, iAid
- **Ariel Garten**, Co-Founder and CEO, InteraXon
- **Karl Martin**, Co-Founder and CEO, Nymi
- **Noura Sakkijha**, Founder and CEO, Mejuri

4:00pm – 5:00pm | Discovery Theatre

**Featured Speaker: David Roberts**

Former Vice President of Singularity University, **David Roberts** is a serial entrepreneur who has started ventures backed with over $100 million of investment. He is also one of the world’s top experts on disruptive innovation, security and cybersecurity, and exponentially advancing technology. He will address the relationship between these fields and his vision for how disruptive technology can solve some of the world’s most intractable problems.

**MODERATOR:**
- **Adam Little DVM**, Canadian Singularity University Ambassador; Chair, Canadian Global Impact Competition
Monday, April 27

4:00pm – 6:00pm | Career Zone, Booth # 539

Meet an Employer
Be part of intimate round-table meetings with leading employers discussing current and emerging careers and the skills needed to fill them.

4:00 – 4:30 pm
• Table 1 – Defence Research and Development Canada | Recherche et développement pour la défense Canada
• Table 2 – PaymentEvolution

4:40 – 5:10 pm
• Table 1 – Cisco Systems Canada
• Table 2 – Solantro Semiconductor
• Table 3 – Shimifrez Inc.

5:20 – 5:50 pm
• Table 1 – Morgan Solar
• Table 2 – OFVGA KeliRo Company
• Table 3 – Royal Bank of Canada

4:00pm – 6:00pm | Career Zone, Booth # 539

One-on-One Career Coaching
Learn how to perfect your interviewing skills, networking, and job hunting techniques with noted career coach Lucy Keating in 10-minute, one-on-one meetings.

DAY 2 KEYNOTE

Featured Keynote Speaker:
Chad Hurley, Co-Founder, YouTube in conversation with Amanda Lang

April 28, 4:30pm – 5:30pm
Auditorium/Hall F
5:00pm – 6:00pm | Discovery Theatre

**Featured Speaker: Neil Jacobstein**

Award-winning CEO and serial entrepreneur Neil Jacobstein of Singularity University will speak about leading edge technologies in artificial intelligence and robotics, and the disruptive impact on various sectors. He will also address how the controversial new field of molecular manufacturing will transform our thinking about some of the most fundamental aspects of our world and the role these exponentially advancing technologies can play in addressing humanity’s grand challenges.

**MODERATOR:**
- Adam Little DVM, Canadian Singularity University Ambassador; Chair, Canadian Global Impact Competition

6:00pm – 7:30pm | Show Floor

**Opening Night Networking Reception**

Please join us on the Discovery showcase floor for the evening reception.

---

Thank you for being part of Discovery™

Ontario Centres of Excellence

We hope you enjoyed Day One
7:30am | South Building
Registration Opens

9:00am | Show Floor
Discovery Showcase Floor Opens
Explore 200,000 square feet of ideas, innovations and solutions that are shaping Ontario’s future.

9:00am – 10:30am | NEXT Theatre
Competition: David McFadden Energy Entrepreneur Challenge
Finalists pitch their concepts for the honour of being the second recipient of the David McFadden Energy Entrepreneur Challenge. The winner receives $25,000 to support their concept.

MODERATOR:
• Barbara Wilkes, President, Management Initiatives Inc.

JUDGING PANEL:
• Carole Champion, Director, Industrial Engagement, Ontario Centres of Excellence
• David McFadden, Chair, International Management Committee, Partner, Gowling Lafleur Henderson LLP
• Dr. Dan Patterson, President, Niagara College
• Caroline Somers, Co-CEO, Cassidy Bay Group

9:00am – 11:30am | Discovery Theatre
Competition: FinTech Investor Pitch
New this year, Discovery’s FinTech Investor Pitch Competition offers entrepreneurs of any age an invaluable opportunity for a face-to-face with financial institutions and investors to deliver a compelling overview of their investment-ready company with a focus on big data, cybersecurity, and customer experience. Finalists will gain valuable feedback from a renowned panel of judges. The winner will also receive $25,000.
Panel: Advancing Health: Virtual Care, Patient Engagement, and Ontario’s Health System Priorities

This panel will discuss the emerging development and use of technologies that enable Virtual Care & Patient Engagement with the aim of transferring some services from hospital to home. Panellists, including service-providing companies and caregivers, will highlight tools that will educate and empower patients to self-manage chronic conditions, and will have the potential to promote efficiency and allow for long-term savings for the healthcare system.

MODERATOR:
- **Matthew Johnson**, Senior Business Development Manager, Ontario Centres of Excellence

PANELLISTS:
- **Pat Clifford**, Director of Research and Innovation, Southlake Regional Health Centre
- **Fraser Edward**, Director, Business Development, TELUS Health
- **Michael Hillmer**, Director, Planning, Research and Analysis, Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
- **Dr. David Kreindler**, Associate Scientist, Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre
- **Dr. Joshua Liu**, Co-Founder & CEO, SeamlessMD
9:15am – 10:15am | Talent Theatre

Panel: Understanding Market Opportunities in China

Government and commercialization experts from China discuss the existing major market opportunities and the current R&D and investment focus in China. Learn about best practices for collaboration with Chinese partners and access to innovation incentives within China for commercializing technologies in the Chinese market.

MODERATOR:
• Ling Loerchner, Director of International Research and Commercialization, University of Waterloo

PANELLISTS:
• JIANG Xuelian, Deputy Chief, Department of Science and Technology of Sichuan Province
• ZHANG Yiqin, Founding Partner, Grand River Ventures and Managing Director, Beijing Software Technology Investment Center
• WANG Jiacun, Deputy Director, Shandong Science and Technology Department
• ZENG Li, Director, Guangdong Institute of Analysis (China National Analytical Center, Guangzhou)
• ZHOU Wenhai, Deputy Director-General, Nanjing Municipal Science and Technology Commission
• ZHU Jianjun, Vice Consultant, Science and Technology Department of

Join the conversation
#ocediscovery
Government Program Overviews

The Innovation Partners Theatre provides an opportunity for government organizations to speak about their individual program offerings. Presenters from provincial and federal government organizations invite you to learn about their programs and will take your questions.

**9:30 – 9:45 am: Networks of Centres of Excellence (NCE)**
- **Fouad Elgindy**, Senior Program Manager

**9:50 – 10:05 am: Canada Revenue Agency (CRA)**
- **Dan Maclean**, Research & Technology Manager, Scientific Research & Experimental Development Division (SR&ED)

**10:10 – 10:25 am: Export Development Canada (EDC)**
- **Chris Evans**, Senior Account Manager

**10:30 – 10:45 am: Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO)**
- **Dumitru Olariu**, Business Development Officer

**10:50 – 11:05 am: Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC)**
- **Tibor Turi**, Manager, NSERC Ontario Regional Office

**11:10 – 11:25 am: National Research Council (NRC) – Industrial Research Assistance Program (IRAP)**
- **Manfred Hubert**, Director, Ontario-St. Clair

**11:30 – 11:45 am: Federal Economic Development Agency for Southern Ontario (FEDDEV)**
Tuesday, April 28
Morning Sessions

- **Taras Hollyer**, Director, Business Development Programs
  
  9:30am – 11:45am | Career Zone, Booth # 539

**Meet an Employer**

Be part of intimate round-table meetings with leading employers discussing current and emerging careers and the skills needed to fill them.

**10:00 – 10:30 am**
- **Table 1** – MMB Networks

**10:40 – 11:10 am**
- **Table 1** – IBM Canada Ltd.
- **Table 2** – Golder Associates Ltd.
- **Table 3** – Wirkn

**11:20 – 11:50 am**
- **Table 1** – Biorem Technologies, Inc.
- **Table 2** – Nymi Inc.
- **Table 3** – Advanced Digital and Professional Training (ADaPT) & Summer Company

9:30am – 10:30am | Career Zone, Booth # 539

**Workshop: But I Have No Skills: How to Present Academic Experience in a Business Environment**

During this session, **Mark Patterson**, a changemaker in the career development space, will provide you with hands-on strategies to research and identify exciting career opportunities that match your skills and experiences, including those gained in your post-graduate degree. He will introduce you to an innovative new job-matching tool, and share best practices on conducting informational interviews, creating compelling resumes that reflect your greatest strengths and talents, and properly preparing for your next interview.

**10:00am – 12:00pm | Booth # 901**

**Ask an Expert**

Meet expert investors, entrepreneurs, innovation agents, professional services and export specialists – book one-on-one meetings. View the Ask an Expert agenda on the Discovery mobile app or at the booth.
10:00am – 12:00pm | Career Zone, Booth # 539

One-on-One Career Coaching

Learn how to perfect your interviewing skills, networking, and job hunting techniques with noted career coach Lucy Keating in 10-minute, one-on-one meetings.

10:30am – 10:50am | Talent Theatre

China Angels Mentorship Program – A Partnership between Ontario Centres of Excellence and China Canada Angels Alliance

Official Signing Ceremony

**HOST:**
- Dr. Claudia Krywiak, Vice President, Corporate Development, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Ontario Centres of Excellence

**GUESTS:**
- Dr. Tom Corr, President and CEO, Ontario Centres of Excellence
- Zhishuo (Peter) Liu, Founder and President, China Canada Angels Alliance; Founding Partner, River Capital
- Qian Qiao, Co-Founder, China Canada Angels Alliance; President, Zhongguancun 100 Angels Club

CAREER ZONE

Meet an Employer

Students & New Grads should visit the Career Zone!

MEET AN EMPLOYER

CAREER COUNSELLOR LUCY KEATING

SIGN UP NOW!

Visit Career Zone, Booth #539 or use our Mobile App to guarantee your meeting
10:45am – 11:45am | NEXT Theatre

Panel: The Valley’s new “IT” sector: The emergence of AgTech

What do Google and Kleiner Perkins know that we don’t know? Suddenly, big corporate players are setting their sights on agriculture as the new innovation frontier. The challenges are great. When the global population is exploding and the planet’s natural resources and land mass are being exhausted for agriculture, it’s critical that agricultural practices are as productive as possible. This panel will examine agtech start-up success stories, highlight the deep need for talent and challenge innovators to help advance agricultural technology.

MODERATOR:
• Nicholas Parker, Managing Partner, Global Acceleration Partners

PANELLISTS:
• Mike Dixon PhD, Professor, University of Guelph School of Environmental Sciences; Director, Controlled Environment Systems Research Facility
• Dr. Michael Duncan, Industrial Research Chair, Niagara College
• David Hunt, Co-Founder, Agrilarity; Board Member, Exponential Advisory Board, Singularity University
• Tyler Whale, President, Ontario Agri-Food Technologies

10:45am – 11:45am | Industry Theatre

Panel: What’s New in Aerospace

With its remarkable history of trailblazing, aerospace continues to be one of Ontario’s and Canada’s most robust and innovative industries. Hear industry representatives talk about some exciting new R&D projects underway and the innovative partnership approach that was taken to bring academic researchers and industry together to identify opportunities to collaborate on some of the next generation of globally competitive, technological advances.

MODERATOR:
• Moira Harvey, Executive Director, Ontario Aerospace Council
11:00am – 11:50am | Talent Theatre

Panel: Engaging China – The Largest and Fastest Growing International Market

A panel discussion on Ontario-China collaborations designed to connect Canadian tech companies to the Chinese market.

MODERATOR:

Michele Davies, Director, Partnerships Development, Ontario Centres of Excellence

PANELLISTS:

• Randall Howard, Angel of Canada 2014, General Partner, Verdexus Capital
• Dr. Claudia Krywiak, Vice President, Corporate Development, Planning and Strategic Initiatives, Ontario Centres of Excellence
• Zhishuo (Peter) Liu, Founder and President, China Canada Angels Alliance (CCAA); Founding Partner, River Capital
• Jesse Moeinifar, Co-Founder and CEO, Viafoura

TODAY AT 4:30PM

Featured Keynote Speaker:

Chad Hurley, Co-Founder, YouTube in conversation with Amanda Lang

April 28, 4:30pm – 5:30pm Auditorium/Hall F
12:00pm – 1:45pm | Auditorium/Hall F
PLEASE BE SEATED PROMPTLY. LUNCH WILL BE SERVED IMMEDIATELY.
WE WILL MOVE QUICKLY TO AWARDS CEREMONY.

Luncheon and Awards Ceremony

MASTER OF CEREMONIES:
• Dr. Tom Corr, President and CEO, Ontario Centres of Excellence

SPEAKERS:
• The Honourable Brad Duguid; Minister of Economic Development, Employment and Infrastructure
• Mr. CAI Jianing, Counselor, Department of International Cooperation, Ministry of Science and Technology of China

AWARDS PRESENTATIONS:
• Young Entrepreneurs, Make Your Pitch High School Competition
• Investor Pitch
• David McFadden Energy Entrepreneur Challenge
• FinTech Investor Pitch

Disruptive Technology: A Case Study on Uber & Airbnb

This case study explores the challenges faced by regulation in the new age of disruption. Uber and Airbnb will serve as examples of how technology can emerge rapidly and create upheaval in existing markets, and how some creative new companies are successfully competing in the goods and services marketplace alongside established companies.

MODERATOR:
• John Stackhouse, Senior Vice President, Office of the CEO, Royal Bank of Canada

PANELLISTS:
• Jeffrey Weshler, General Manager of Expansion, Uber Canada
• Aaron Zifkin, Country Manager, Airbnb Canada
2:00pm – 3:00pm | NEXT Theatre
Panel: Clean Water For All: Not a Drop Too Soon

Access to clean water and sanitation are some of the world’s most pressing challenges, and especially challenging for developing countries. With its unparalleled access to clean water, Ontario has become a global hub for water technology innovation, from wastewater and treatment to water recovery and reuse. This panel will engage Ontario companies with creative solutions for continuing to improve Ontario’s water infrastructure and those that have succeeded in breaking into international markets or aspire to. Discussion will include the challenges posed by drought and water scarcity while keeping economic and environmental sustainability front of mind.

MODERATOR:
• Dr. Brent Wootton, Interim CEO, WaterTAP

PANELLISTS:
• Dr. Yu-Ling Cheng, Director of the Centre for Global Engineering; Professor of Chemical Engineering, University of Toronto
• John Coburn, Managing Director, XPV Capital
• Adam Doran, VP of Marketing and Sales, Aclarus Inc.
• Irene Hassas, Director, Strategic Partnerships & Government Relations, Newterra
• Wilf Stefan P.Eng., CTO & VP Engineering, Clearford Systems Inc.

CAREER ZONE
Meet an Employer
Students & New Grads should visit the Career Zone!

MEET AN EMPLOYER
CAREER COUNSELLOR LUCY KEATING
SIGN UP NOW!
Visit Career Zone, Booth #539 or use our Mobile App to guarantee your meeting
2:00pm – 4:30pm | Career Zone, Booth # 539

Meet an Employer

Be part of intimate round-table meetings with leading employers discussing current and emerging careers and the skills needed to fill them.

2:00 – 2:30 pm
- Table 1 – AMD Canada
- Table 2 – Johnson Controls Canada Interiors, Mississauga
- Table 3 – SFR – Systems for Research Corp.

2:40 – 3:10 pm
- Table 1 – Waste Management of Canada Corporation
- Table 2 – Ontario Society of Professional Engineers (OSPE)

3:20 – 3:50 pm
- Table 1 – OTI Lumionics Inc.
- Table 2 – SAFRAN Electronics Canada

2:00pm – 4:15pm | Career Zone, Booth # 539

One-on-One Career Coaching

Learn how to perfect your interviewing skills, networking, and job hunting techniques with noted career coach Lucy Keating in 10-minute, one-on-one meetings.

2:00pm – 3:00pm | Industry Theatre

Panel: Aerospace Industry Challenges

Bringing together technology executives from the world’s largest aerospace corporations, this panel will shed light on the challenges the industry faces, and charge the Ontario research community to meet those challenges through their work. Researchers will gain insight into industry trends and challenges and how to be part of innovative solutions.

MODERATOR:
- Iain Christie, Executive Vice President, Aerospace Industries Association of Canada
PANELLISTS:

- **Gary Biermann**, Regional Technology Manager – Canada, IE&T, Lockheed Martin Corporation
- **Alfred Lief**, Head of Global R&T Cooperation, Airbus Defence & Space, Germany
- **Raj Talwar PE**, Technology Director, Canada Global Technology, Boeing Research and Technology

**2:00pm – 4:00pm | Talent Theatre**

**Panel: The Future of Computing**

The world’s volume of data is growing at an exponentially faster pace than computing power and humans’ ability to make sense of the information. This has led to an emphasis on the development of new analytics and visualization tools aimed at increasing human capacity to interact with data to inform decision making. Come hear a panel of experts who are exploring the frontiers of advanced research computing for finding answers to some of society’s toughest challenges.

**MODERATOR:**

- **Dr. Sara Diamond**, President & Vice-Chancellor, OCAD University

PANELLISTS:

- **Benjamin Alarie PhD**, Associate Professor & Associate Dean, First Year Program, University of Toronto Faculty of Law
- **Michael Brudno PhD**, Director, Centre for Computational Medicine, Hospital for Sick Children; Associate Professor, Department of Computer Science, University of Toronto
- **Chris Eliasmith PhD**, Co-Founder of ABR, Inc; Director of the Centre for Theoretical Neuroscience, University of Waterloo
- **Andrew Fursman**, Co-Founder & CEO, 1QBit
2:00pm – 3:45pm | Innovation Partners Theatre

Government Program Overviews

The Innovation Partners Theatre provides an opportunity for government organizations to speak about their individual program offerings. Presenters from provincial and federal government organizations invite you to learn about their programs and will take your questions.

2:00 – 2:15 pm: Business Development Bank of Canada (BDC)
- Jasmin Ganie-Hobbs, Senior Manager

- Menelaos (Manny) Argiropoulos, Chief, SME Stakeholder Engagement, Ontario Region, Office of Small and Medium Enterprises, Public Works and Government Services Canada
- Donald Belch, Senior Procurement Consultant, Communications & Vendor Outreach, Program & Policy Support Branch, Supply Chain Ontario, Ministry of Government and Consumer Services

3:25 – 3:45 pm: Build in Canada Innovation Program (BCIP)
- Menelaos (Manny) Argiropoulos, Chief, SME Stakeholder Engagement, Ontario Region, Office of Small and Medium Enterprises, Public Works and Government Services Canada

3:00pm – 4:00pm | Booth # 901

Ask an Expert

Meet expert investors, entrepreneurs, innovation agents, and professional services and export specialists – book one-on-one meetings. View the Ask an Expert agenda on the Discovery mobile app or at the booth.

SAVE THE DATE
Discovery
Ontario Centres of Excellence
MAY 9-10, 2016
Join us again next year for another 2 days of innovations
3:15pm – 4:15pm | Discovery Theatre


This panel will explore how telesurgery and robotic surgery innovation has been integrated into the scope of surgical work being performed in Ontario hospitals, and how it will serve to benefit people in developing countries where medical professionals, especially surgeons, are hard to access.

MODERATOR:

- **Dr. Fayaz A. Quereshy**, Surgical Oncologist and Minimally Invasive Surgeon at University Health Network; Associate Professor, Department of Surgery, University of Toronto

PANELLISTS:

- **Dr. Mehran Anvari**, Professor of Surgery, Chair in Minimally Invasive Surgery and Surgical Innovation at McMaster University; Scientific Director and CEO at the Centre for Surgical Invention & Innovation
- **Dr. Reiza Rayman**, President, Titan Medical, MD, PhD (Telesurgery)
- **Dr. Christopher Schlachta**, Medical Director, CSTAR at London Health Sciences Centre; Professor of Surgery and Professor of Oncology at the Schulich School of Medicine and Dentistry, Western University

4:30pm – 5:30pm | Auditorium/Hall F

Featured Keynote Speaker: Chad Hurley in conversation with Amanda Lang

- **Chad Hurley**, Co-Founder, YouTube; CEO, MixBit
  Chad will appear in conversation with **Amanda Lang**, CBC television’s senior business correspondent and host of The Exchange.

5:30pm | Show Floor

Showcase Floor Closes

THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING
Share your feedback
ocediscovery.com/survey
Ontario Centres of Excellence proudly recognizes the support of the following partners
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KEIRETSU FORUM
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Healthcare Technology

the LoweMartin Group
About Ontario Centres of Excellence (OCE)

- In partnership with industry and academia, OCE co-invests to commercialize innovation originating in the province’s colleges, universities and research hospitals.

- OCE connects the dots between industry and academia while providing and identifying additional sources for funding and support. It all comes back to the province’s main goal: ensuring the best ideas get the support they need to get to market.

- OCE fosters a culture of entrepreneurship through programs that help young entrepreneurs develop business skills and launch new companies.

- OCE is a member of Ontario Network of Entrepreneurs (ONE), Ontario’s revitalized, client-focused, province-wide innovation network.